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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Considerable progress has been achieved in the field of computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) during the past two decades. Robust algorithms now exist for accurate numerical
solutions of the various equations modeling fluid flow under a wide range of initial and
boundary conditions. Steady-state solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for relatively
simple geometries are now routinely used in analyses of fluid flow and are being increasingly
employed for design purposes as well.
A major portion of the research effort in applied CFD today is directed towards
problems involving realistic configurations with complex, multiple component geometries.
The components usually are in mutual interaction and can even be in relative motion with
respect to each other. The fluid flow in these cases is typically unsteady and time accurate
solutions must be obtained.
A good example of such a complex problem of contemporary interest can be found in
the field of turbomachinery analysis. An axial compressor or turbine has several individual
airfoils, with the rotor airfoils in relative motion with respect to the stator airfoils. The
airfoils themselves can be thick and highly cambered. The flow field is inherently unsteady
and the rotor-stator interaction plays an important role in determining the performance of
the entire machine.
In the past, such problems could be solved only by treating the individual components
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in isolation. Thus, turbomachinery analysis relied on steady-state solutions in cascades of
stator or rotor airfoils, with the inlet and exit conditions being specified using through-flow
analyses. The unsteadiness could then be estimated by applying perturbation techniques to
such simulations. These methods are adequate if the rotor and stator airfoils are placed far
apart so that there is no significant interaction. However, even in present day turbomachin
ery, where the spacings between adjacent rows of airfoils are approximately 25% of the
average axial chord, strong rotor-stator interaction effects can be present. The interaction
effects will be even more important in future generations of compressors and turbines that
are being designed to be more compact because of weight constraints.

Zonal Methods
It is clear that in situations where interaction between components is an important
feature of the overall flow field, the entire system must be treated together. However, from
a computational point of view, it is rather impractical to discretize the entire domain using
a single grid. For conventional algorithms, it is desirable that the grid be locally orthogonal
to the body surfaces but this is difficult to achieve in case of multiple bodies without a large
grid skewness. The difficulties are compounded in the presence of relative motion between
the components.
Zonal methods have evolved as the natural solution to such difficulties. The domain is
divided into geometrically simpler zones, each one of which can be easily discretized using
standard grid generation techniques. Relative motion between various components can
be easily accommodated within this framework. This zonal decomposition affords some
other computational advantages as well. Different governing equations, approximations
and solution procedures as well as grid densities can be employed in the different zones
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based on the expected local flow behavior. Computer core memory requirements can be
reduced since information pertaining to only a few of the zones has to be maintained in
main memory at a given time; the remainder can be stored on disk or secondary memory
devices.
The aforementioned benefits are obtained at the expense of the extra effort required to
transfer information between the zones. In the most general case of a zonal approach, such
as the CHIMERA scheme [1], where the body-fitted grids around individual components
are allowed to overlap in an arbitrary fashion, the transfer is effected by interpolating the
flow variables between grids. In this case, ensuring flux conservation between the grids
is quite difficult. In addition, the interpolation process requires a search procedure to
determine nearby points in the overlapping grids. If the grids move relative to each other,
this procedure must be repeated at each time step and can be prohibitively expensive. An
alternative strategy is to require the grids to patch together along common boundaries. Any
interpolation can then be carried out in a space which is one dimension smaller, i.e., on
a surface for three-dimensional applications or along a line in case of two-dimensional
applications, and can thus be economical even if the grids move past each other. Flux
conservation can also be attempted when the grids patch together in this manner. However,
enforcing the grid-patching requirement can be difficult for complex geometries.
A combination of patched and overlaid zonal grids has been successfully employed
[2, 3] for solving turbomachinery problems. In this approach, body-fitted "0"-type grids
are used for the fiowfield near the airfoils and "H"-type sheared Cartesian grids are used
for the rest of the domain. A schematic of such a zonal grid system is shown in Figure 1.1
for a one-stage turbine. The inner and outer grids for each airfoil row overlap in a general
manner but since they do not move relative to each other, the interpolation searches do not
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a structured zonal grid for one-stage turbine
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have to be repeated at each time step. The outer grids around the rotor and stator airfoils are
either patched or overlaid and although they move past each other, interpolation is required
only along the common surface and is relatively inexpensive.
Conventional zonal procedures using structured grid blocks do have some shortcom
ings. The stability and accuracy of the solution sometimes requires a high degree of
overlap between neighboring grids. Large "holes" have to be punched in the outer grids
to accommodate the inner grids and bodies. Both of these aspects result in a wastage of
grid points and detract from the ability to refine grids elsewhere. The major deficiency,
however, occurs in the treatment of discontinuities and other flow features such as wakes.
These must convect through a series of grids with varying topologies and densities and
are hence subjected to numerical distortion. The problem becomes even more critical in
multistage turbomachinery configurations where the interactions are morecomplex and the
wakes traverse through several grids. Since the locations of these features typically vary
with time it is not always possible to refine the grids in an effort to reduce such distortions.

Unstructured Grid Methods
Methods based on the use of unstructured grids have emerged as an alternative to the
use of conventional zonal techniques for flow problems involving complex geometries. In
such approaches the domain is discretized into a randomly ordered mesh of polygonal or
polyhedral elements, typically triangles in two dimensions and tetrahedra in three dimen
sional cases. Since the constraint of having logically rectangular grids is relaxed, domains
of virtually any complexity and connectivity can be handled without recourse to large
scale domain decomposition. Grid point distribution can be controlled more precisely than
for structured grids, both during the initial discretization and dynamically as the solution
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evolves. This makes the use of unstructured grids particularly attractive for solution adap
tive algorithms. For applications where multiple grid blocks must be employed, either to
accommodate relative motion or for other reasons, unstructured grid methods offer greater
flexibility in the distribution of points on the patch boundaries and help reduce or even
eliminate the interpolation costs.
Unstructured grid methods have been used for a wide range of two and three dimen
sional problems. Most of the initial work, however, has been restricted to Euler solutions,
primarily because of the difficulties in using implicit schemes. In the absence of coordinate
directions into which the discretized equations can be approximately factorized, implicit
schemes on unstructured grids have to rely on the use of general sparse matrix inversion
techniques which are significantly more expensive. Explicit schemes on unstructured grids,
of course, suffer from the same restrictions on the maximum allowable time step that are
encountered for structured grids and these restrictions can be prohibitive on the small grid
spacings that are required in order to resolve viscous features. Therefore, unstructured
grid-based methods for the Navier-Stokes equations are relatively uncommon. Building
higher-order schemes is also difficult because for general unstructured grids the number as
well as layout of the neighboring cells varies from point to point. Yet another difficulty is
encountered in implementing turbulence models or wall boundary conditions that require
flow derivatives in the wall-normal direction. Since the grid points in general do not lie
on lines normal to the boundaries, evaluation of such information requires searching and
interpolation.
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Present Method
The main objective of the present work is to combine the advantages of both un
structured and structured grid methodologies in a hybrid solution adaptive procedure for
unsteady flows about complex geometries. This is achieved by generalizing the zonal
approach to allow the use of both structured and unstructured grids as appropriate. The
current implementation is restricted to two-dimensional problems but many of the con
cepts developed are extendable to three dimensions. As mentioned above, turbomachinery
applications provide an ideal test-bed and therefore various axial turbine and compressor
configurations are used to evaluate the numerical procedure. The potential improvements
over existing methods are two-fold. First, the use of unstructured grids should make the dis
cretization process easier to implement and more automated. Second, the solution adaptive
capabilities should result in improved integrity of flow features such as wakes, hot-streaks
and shocks.
The rest of this dissertation describes the details of the method beginning with a
description of the zonal decomposition and grid layout employed for the turbomachinery
problems. The next two chapters provide details of the structured and unstructured grid
based solution algorithms, respectively. A major component of the present work has been
devoted towards the treatment of the boundary conditions and development of mechanisms
for accurate transfer of information between zones and this is discussed in Chapter 5. The
development of the dynamic solution adaptation techniques is discussed in Chapter 6. Fi
nally, results for simple problems used for code validation as well as several turbomachinery
cases evaluating various capabilities of the method are presented in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2. ZONAL DECOMPOSITION AND GRID SYSTEMS

The first step in using a zonal procedure is to decide upon the domain decomposition
strategy. In this chapter this process is described for turbomachinery problems. The choice
of grid topologies for the different zones is discussed next followed by the techniques used
for generating the grids.

Tbrbomachinery Geometry
An axial compressor or turbine consists of several rows of airfoils mounted on a
cylindrical hub. Alternate rows, known as rotors, rotate past the other rows, known
as stators. A pair of stator and airfoil rows is collectively referred to as a stage and a
turbomachine typically consists of several stages. Axial compressors usually have an
additional row of airfoils at the inlet known as inlet guide vanes, hence a compressor with
two rotors may be referred to as a two-and-a-half stage machine.
In the present two-dimensional implementation, calculations are performed at the midspan of the airfoils hence the solution domain lies on a cylindrical surface located mid-way
between the hub and the outer casing. Pseudo-three-dimensionality is often considered by
incorporating the stream-tube contraction terms into the governing equations as in [4].
The geometry in any given airfoil row is obviously periodic with an angular period
of 27r. A smaller period can be identified (and the solution domain thereby reduced) for a
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single stage case if ail the airfoils in a given row are identical and equally spaced and if
the greatest common factor of the number of stator and rotor airfoils is higher than unity.
However, turbomachines are typically designed with unequal airfoil counts for the stator
and rotor rows in order to minimize vibration and noise and therefore the actual periodic
domain may contain a large number of airfoils. Since a complete simulation involving
all the stator and rotor airfoils would be rather expensive, the approach used here is to
approximate the ratio of the number of stator to rotor airfoils by the ratio of two small
integers. This requires a rescaling of the stator and/or rotor airfoil geometry in order to
correctly account for blockage effects.
An example will serve to illustrate this process. Consider a one stage turbine that
consists of 22 stator and 28 rotor airfoils. The actual periodic domain in this case would
have an angular extent of tt radians and consist of. a total of 25 (11 stator and 14 rotor)
airfoils. As a first approximation, however, it can be assumed that the ratio of stator and
rotor airfoils is 1:1, thus reducing the domain to two airfoils. This can be done by assuming
the airfoil count ratio to be either 22:22 or 28:28 and would require rescaling the rotor
airfoils by a factor of 28/22 or the stator airfoils by a factor of 22/28, respectively. A better
approximation can be achieved by assuming the ratio to be 21 stator and 28 rotor airfoils.
This requires relatively small rescaling (a factor of 22/21 for the stator airfoils) but does
increase the total number of airfoils to 7 (3 stator + 4 rotor). It should be noted here that
the rescaling does not change the pitch-to-chord ratio of the airfoils. In addition, the ratio
of the axial gap to the average chord is held constant.
Other procedures to handle the uneven airfoil count without resorting to rescaling have
been proposed. Most require that the flow information for an entire period be stored for
the points on the interface and periodic boundaries and are cumbersome to implement. A
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particularly interesting approach is the time inclination method used by Giles [5] which is
capable of simulating arbitrary airfoil counts in stator and rotor rows while using a smaller
number of airfoils in the computational domain. However, it requires modifications to
the governing equations which complicate the rotor-stator interface treatment and is not
readily extendable for multistage configurations.

Zonal Decomposition
Once the angular extent of the domain has been decided, the periodic boundaries are
prescribed by displacing the mean camber line of the airfoils. Specification of the inlet and
exit boundaries at appropriate distances from the first and last airfoil rows then completes
the definition of the domain. Since the rotor airfoils move relative to the stator airfoils,
the first step in the decomposition is to divide the stator and rotor regions into individual
zones. This is effected by introducing an interface boundary midway between each stator
- rotor row. The zones can now slip past each other and the information transfer between
them occurs along this interface and requires only one-dimensional interpolation.
Further sub-division of the rotor and stator zones is motivated by the fact that viscous
effects are expected to be significant only in a small region in the vicinity of the airfoils.
Therefore these regions around the airfoils are distinguished into separate zones, referred
to as the inner zones. This leaves an outer zone in each row which has a complex shape
and is multiply connected. The complete decomposition for a turbine stage consisting of
three stator airfoils and four rotor airfoils is sketched in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Typical zonal decomposition for a turbine stage

Grid Topologies
The simple shape of the inner zones permits the use of a simple structured quadrilateral
grid and a "0"-type grid is the most suitable. To resolve the viscous features, this grid must
be clustered near the airfoil surface. In addition appropriate curvature-based clustering is
employed at the leading and trailing edges. Since an unstructured grid is used in the outer
zone, there are no restrictions on the shape of the inner region and its outer boundary can
be chosen more flexibly. Starting with the point distribution on the airfoil surface, the outer
boundary points are obtained by extending outward normals to the surface for a specified
distance. The generation of the body-conforming structured grids for the inner zones
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follows standard techniques. An initial grid, equispaced in the wall-normal direction, is
constructed algebraically and then smoothed using an elliptic differential equation method.
Finally, the points are redistributed in the normal direction using a stretching function to
achieve the desired spacing near the surface. Since the airfoils in a given row are identical,
only one grid has to be generated and stored for each row.
The outer zone is more difficult to discretize and in the fully structured grid approach
of Reference [2] it is further split, for ease of handling, into individual zones around each
airfoil. Sheared Cartesian grids are then generated for the outer zones with "holes" in the
center where the inner grids lie. Attention must be paid to the proper overlap or patching of
the inner and outer grids. In the present method, however, the outer region for each blade
row is retained as a single zone and is discretized as an unstructured mesh of triangular
cells.

Unstructured Grid Generation
Although a region of any complexity can conceptually be discretized using an un
structured grid, the actual generation of unstructured meshes is not necessarily a trivial
task. Methods can broadly be classified into two categories — those that produce a trian
gulation of a predetermined set of points and those that produce the point distribution along
with the triangulation. The most popular among the former is the Delaunay triangulation
method. References [6, 7, 8] provide details as well as several algorithms to construct this
triangulation.
In spite of having some desirable features, the Delaunay triangulation is not directly
usable for CFD purposes. This is because the outer boundary of the triangulation is the
convex hull of the given set of points and thus any non-convex domain shapes (as occur in
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Figure 2.2: Delaunay triangulation of the boundary points for a typical outer zone

the turbomachinery simulations) are not preserved, as is apparent from Figure 2.2, which
depicts the triangulation of the boundary points for a typical outer zone. Likewise, the edges
defining any inner boundaries do not necessarily form edges of Delaunay triangles. Special
methods therefore have to be employed in such cases, either allowing locally non-Delaunay
triangulation or imposing restrictions on the location of boundary points. Furthermore, the
point distribution is not, in general, known a priori but must be determined during the grid
generation. Hence other methods of constructing the unstructured mesh are desirable.

Advancing front methods
The general steps of advancing front techniques [9] can be summarized as follows.
Step 1 Distribute points on the domain boundaries. The faces on the boundaries then form
the initial front. At each stage, any face that is available for forming a triangle is
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termed "active" and all the active faces together constitute the instantaneous front.
The following steps are repeated until all the active faces have been exhausted.
Step 2 Select a face from the current front.
Step 3 Interpolate the grid control parameters at the midpoint of this face and using them
construct the "proposed point" for formation of the triangle on the face. Also
determine the neighboring points.
Step 4 From this set of the neighboring and proposed points select the optimum point for
forming the new triangle that satisfies all the geometrical constraints.
Step 5 Form the new triangle, removing the face from the front and adding or removing
the other faces as appropriate.
Several choices are possible for each of the above steps. In the present implementation,
the points on the outer periodic boundaries are equally spaced along the arc length, with
stretching employed only near the inlet andexit. Equispacing is also used along the interface
boundaries. Points on the inner boundaries are already known from the outer boundaries
of the inner grids. Grid control parameters can be specified on all the boundary points
to control the grid spacing as well as the magnitude and direction of stretching. For the
generation of the initial grids, however, only the grid spacing is controlled. The direction of
the front advancement is chosen to be always normal to the selected face and the stretching
is such that equilateral triangles are generated as far as possible. The interpolation of the
grid control parameters in the interior is facilitated by constructing a triangular mesh from
the boundary points using Delaunay triangulation, as shown in Figure 2.2. The problems
mentioned above in relation to Delaunay triangulation are irrelevant when it is used for this
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purpose since all the points of interest do lie within the convex hull of the boundary points.
For generating a solution adaptive grid, the specification of control parameters as well as
the interpolation can be based on the old grid.
The face to be triangulated in Step 2 is chosen by selecting the face with the smallest
length from the current front. Apart from the obvious requirements, such as non-intersection
with any of the existing faces, the other constraints used in Step 4 are chosen to avoid
excessive stretching and skewness of the triangles. Once the entire grid has been generated,
a smoothing procedure is used whereby each interior point is successively relocated to the
centroid of its surrounding polygon. This helps to reduce any abrupt changes in cell areas
and results in a smoothly varying grid. Usually two to three such smoothing steps are
sufficient. It is interesting to note that the advancing front method with the choice of
parameters outlined above produces a grid that satisfies the Delaunay criterion for the most
part except, of course, at the boundaries.
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CHAPTER 3. STRUCTURED GRID SOLUTION PROCEDURE

The two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations form the set of governing equations
in the inner regions. For turbomachinery simulations, quasi-three-dimensionality is intro
duced by modeling the effects of stream-tube contraction as in [4]. The non-dimensionalized
equations, including the stream-tube contraction terms, with the x direction being in the
streamwise (i.e., axial) direction, are given by
(3.1)
where Q is the vector of the conserved flow variables and are E and F the inviscid fluxes.
In terms of the primitive variables they can be written as
pu
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Re and Pr denote the non-dimensional parameters Reynolds number and Prandtl
number, respectively. The non-dimensionalized viscosity, n, includes both the laminar
component, based on Sutherland's law, and the turbulent component, calculated using the
Baldwin-Lomax algebraic turbulence model [10].
The inclusion of stream-tube contraction terms modifies the viscous stress terms as
shown in square brackets above and also introduces the source term S given by

0
p —T

h dx

(3.3)
0

0
where
udh

2 ( du

udh

dv\

where k is the normalized area of the stream-tube and is assumed to be a known function
of

X.

Note that for constant h the above equations reduce to the standard two-dimensional
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Navier-Stokes equations.
The independent variable transformation
T= t

î = î{x,y,t)

(3-4)

V = r}{x,y,t)
is introduced such that the ^ direction wraps around the airfoil and rj is normal to the surface.
The thin-layer assumption is then invoked and ^ direction viscous terms are dropped. The
resulting transformed equations can be re-cast in a form similar to Equation 3.1.

where
Q — Q! J

J _

_ À'QDJ

dx dy
In the above equations, (|f»|f .|^) and

dx dy
,f^) are the metrics and J the Jacobian of the

transformation. It should be noted that the components of Fy contain partial derivatives of
the primitive variables which must also be transformed. For example, u, becomes
Uj; =

-f-

= J {ynH Equation 3.5 is spatially and temporally discretized to derive the numerical integration
scheme. It is convenient to consider the temporal integration first.
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Temporal Integration
In the inner regions, very small grid spacings are required in the normal direction in
order to resolve the viscous effects. Explicit time integration schemes would therefore be
impractical and hence an implicit procedure becomes necessary. In addition, time accuracy
is desired and therefore a second-order scheme is developed.
Indicating the time level by a superscript index, a second-order, fully implicit temporal
discretization of Equation 3.5 can be written as
+

, AG»"

This equation is non-linear in the unknowns

af"+'

n,-.

Mil

since the fluxes are functions of Q. An

iterative scheme for its solution can be developed in the manner of the Newton-Raphson
technique for the roots of the equation f{x) = 0. We know that the iteration scheme
/'(a:P)(a:P+' -i") =-/(xP)
can be used to obtain the solution starting with an initial guess x° and repeating the process
as Ax = (af+i —

-> 0. Interpreting Equation 3.7 in the form /

= 0 we can

similarly write an iterative scheme as follows

2 AT

7+

+

drj

where A, B and M are the Jacobian matrices

drj

AQ = -RP

(3.8)
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and the residual

is given by
3QP - 4Q" +
2 At

(3.9)

Note that for simplicity the Q derivatives of the stream-tube contraction source term S
are neglected and similarly M is evaluated without considering the stream-tube terms so
that the left-hand-side of Equation 3.8 is identical to that for the thin-layer Navier-Stokes
equations.
If the iteration scheme above is convergent, we can, in principle, iterate at each timestep, starting with the previous time step value as the initial guess (i.e.,(5^~° = Q") and
as p

oo, AQ

0. Thus at convergence, say p = P, R vanishes but since R is of

the same form as Equation 3.7 this also means that
obtain the solution

satisfies Equation 3.7 and thus we

= Q^. One important implication of this observation is that any

approximations made in evaluation of the left-hand-side (LHS) are inconsequential, as long
as the iteration process remains convergent. Thus the errors due to linearization, neglection
of various terms and approximate factorization (to be discussed later) can be driven to a
specified tolerance for sufficiently large P. For all calculations reported in this work three
sub-iterations are performed at each time step and this is usually sufficient to reduce the
density residuals by an order of magnitude.

Spatial Discretization of the LHS
As noted above, the choice of the scheme used to evaluate the LHS terms does not
directly affect the spatial accuracy of the solution. The Steger-Warming split flux technique
is used in the current study primarily for its convergence and stability characteristics. The
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inviscid Jacobians A and B are split based on the sign of their eigenvalues as follows.
A ^ ^ S a A^S^',

±c-i
B^ = S B A^S^

where AJ and A| are diagonal matrices containing the positive and negative eigenvalues
of A and B respectively and Sa and Sb are the respective eigenvector matrices. The spatial
derivatives of the inviscid terms can then be approximated by combining the forward and
backward differences of the negative and positive components, respectively, while the
viscous terms are approximated using central differences. The resulting first-order, finite
difference representation of the LHS operator of Equation 3.8 is

2At

At]

àQij = -R'j
(3.10)

where A^, A^,

and V,, represent the usual forward and backward difference operators

and Sr, is the central-difference operator. Equation 3.10 thus represents a system of coupled
linear equations, with the coefficient matrix being block penta-diagonal, and would be very
expensive to invert exactly. To simplify the inversion, the multi-dimensional operator is
approximately factorized into a sequence of one-dimensional operators. The final algorithm
then reads
-F ^
r Aq

+ ArjBfj - Re-^SrjM)

AQi,j = -Rlj
(3.11)

where r = (3/2 Ar) 2. The determination of AQ at each sub-iteration now requires the
inversion of two block tri-diagonal systems and can be accomplished relatively inexpen
sively.
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Evaluation of the RHS
Since it is the discretized representation of the governing equations in the form R =
0 that is actually driven to zero at each time step, it is desirable to evaluate the RHS
(Equation 3.9) as accurately as possible. Upwind schemes are preferred since they do not
require artificial dissipation and have better shock-capturing capabilities. A third-order
accurate spatial discretization of the flux terms is used. It will suffice to consider the term
alone. We can write the first order forward and backward difference expressions for||
at 2 as
dÉ

— Éi

dÉ

Éi — Éi-i

and

respectively. Defining

= Ëi+i - Ë, and setting

= 1 we have the two expressions

as
dÉ

= AEi,i+i

and^ = AiJ.-i,,-

For a fully upwind representation we split the flux difference AE as AE = AE+ -t- AE~
and then combine the negative and positive contributions from the forward and backward
differences respectively to obtain

For computational purposes it is convenient to express this as

where
(3.12)
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The third-order accurate, upwind-biased scheme can similarly be derived by combining the
following 4-point expressions for||
dÈ
lÈiJ^x -J- 3Éi — SÈi-\ 4- Éi-2
âë"
6
and
dÉ
—2Èi-\ — 3Êi 6Êi+i — Éi^2
W"
6
to obtain
âÉ
^
âT " l '+^ ~

\ , ~^t+i,t+2 —

- AËjLi,; - AË^2,:-i
6
(3 13)

Note that the term in parentheses is the first-order contribution. The expression for

is

similar.
The flux differences

can be calculated in many different ways and in the present

study they are evaluated based on Roe's scheme [11]
~

(Oi+1 ~ Ô:)

where the intermediate state Q.+i at which the Jacobian A is evaluated is obtained by
density weighted averaging as follows
"f" '^i+l-y/Pi+l
"
_
T

v^+v^
+ Vj+ly/Pi+l
^iy/pl 4" ^t+ly'/'i+l

"

v^+V^
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and the metric terms are averaged as
jj

— (®tî2/T

yv^r)i^L

— 2 (i^vy-r

"t"

^ = (yn)i+^^ = 2
( j)

_ = - W,+1 =

{ ^ v VT

Wi)
((a;„){+i +

The viscous flux, ^ is evaluated using central differences as

where
Oj+i = 2
~ ^3+i ~ Qi

Qj)
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CHAPTER 4. UNSTRUCTURED GRID SOLUTION PROCEDURE

The flow in the outer regions is assumed to be adequately represented by by the Euler
equations which are obtained by dropping all the viscous terms from Equation 3.5 to yield

where 5,- represents the inviscid terms of Equation 3.3 and the transformation from the
stationary Cartesian coordinates {x,y) to the body-fixed Cartesian coordinates (^,7/) is
given by

,
T =t

^ = X —Xtt

n= y-ytt
where xt and yt are the components of the body velocity. For turbomachinery applications,
xt is everywhere while yt is zero on stator grids and equal to the rotational speed on the
rotor grids.
The equations are spatially discretized using a finite-volume technique. Integrating
the Euler equations over a control volume Q yields
lgQdidn + JjÉd,-Fd() ^gs^didn

(4.2)

Various schemes are distinguished by the choice of the control volume and the manner in
which the boundary integral is evaluated. Two different methods have been used in the
current work.
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Figure 4.1: Control volume for point i for the central-difference scheme

Central-Difference Scheme
The first method is a "vertex-based" scheme in which the polygon surrounding each
grid point is chosen as the control volume Q. (see Fig. 4.1). The boundary integral in
Equation 4.2 is approximated by adding together the contribution of each side of the
control volume. The flux along each edge can be evaluated by either averaging the endpoint Q's first or by averaging the end-point fluxes. The latter approach is used here. For
example, the contribution of the edge i connecting the points A-B in Fig. 4.1 to the integral
at point C is given by

-

+ ^b]

~ 2

where È and F are the flux components (Equation 3.6) and

and Arj are the increments

in the ^ and rj directions respectively along the edge i. The edge i also contributes the same
flux term, with a negative sign, to the integral at point D.
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This procedure is analogous to a central-difference scheme on a structured grid and,
as with any central-differenced scheme, artificial dissipation is required to stabilize the
solution. A combination of fourth and second differences of the conserved variables is
added to the numerical fluxes, following the procedure of Mavriplis [12]. The second-order
smoothing terms are required only for transonic or supersonic flow conditions with flow
discontinuities and for these cases the fourth-order smoothing terms are adaptively reduced
in the vicinity of shocks in order to reduce overshoots.

Upwind Scheme
Upwind schemes can be constructed on unstructured grids by considering a control
volume made up from a dual grid whose edges are approximately perpendicular to the edges
of the original grid. Geometrically, duals can be constructed by connecting the centroids
or circumcentres but not all of them are good candidates for use as control volumes. In the
present study, the control volume around a point is made up of line segments connecting
the centroids of the triangles to the midpoints of the edges emanating from the point, as
shown in Fig. 4.2. Thus each edge of the original grid has two corresponding edges on
the dual grid, the contribution of which to the flux integral is evaluated using the Roe flux
scheme, as described in Chapter 3. For example, the edge i, directed from point A to JB in
Fig. 4.2 has two corresponding dual edges, i' and i". The contribution of a dual edge to the
integral at point A is given by Èàs, where Ê is defined by Equation 3.12 and represents
the flux normal to the edge and As is the length of the edge. Qa and Qg are the left and
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Figure 4.2: Control volume for point i for the upwind scheme

right states used in evaluation of the Jacobian A and the metric terms are
= - J i ^ T ^ x + Vriy)

where

and At/ are ^ and rj increments along the edge.

Higher order reconstruction
The scheme outlined above is spatially first-order accurate. A second-order recon
struction can be performed as follows. Instead of assuming Qa and Ob as the left and right
states for use in the Roe flux evaluation, spatial interpolation to the midpoint of the edge is
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used to obtain Q+ and Q .
Q- = QA + {vQ)^r,
Q+ = Qb + (vO)gn
where F\ and fa are vectors directed from points A and B respectively to the midpoint of the
dual edge. The components of the gradient of Q are evaluated using the Gauss divergence
theorem,

(4.3)
where Og is the control volume used for the central-difference scheme above.
The reconstruction process can create local extrema and in order to ensure monotonicity of the solution it is usually necessary to limit the gradients

and

Many different

types of limiters have been used in the structured grid calculations but not all of them are
easily extendable to unstructured grids. In the present study the approach introduced by
Earth and Jespersen [13] is used.
The upwind scheme is naturally dissipative and requires no additional artificial dissi
pation for stability. Also, like its structured grid counterparts, it results in lesser smearing of
flow discontinuities. The central-difference scheme, on the other hand, has the advantage
of being very easy to implement and requires a lesser number of operations at each time
step. Another reason for preferring the upwind scheme in the present study is the fact that
it is identical to the flux evaluation procedure used in the inner, structured grids. Thus, flux
conservation between the different zones can be ensured, at least to the order of accuracy
used in the outer grids. This point is elaborated upon in the next chapter.
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Temporal Integration
Both spatial discretization schemes discussed above result in a set of coupled, ordinary
differential equations of the form

where A, is the area of the control volume about point i and C and D represent the
convective and the artificial dissipative operators respectively, the latter being used only
for the central-difference scheme. These equations are advanced in time using a secondorder accurate, four-step Runge-Kutta scheme [14].
(Q(0) =
g m= g m-

(

c( Q m )-D( à " " ) )

<5P) = ê""-5f (c ((?('))-B(Q(»'))
5(3)=Q(0)_1^(C.(QP))_ 1,(0(0)))
Qf) = go

(OP)) - n (0")))

Q-+' = gi'>
The artificial dissipation terms are evaluated only once, in order to reduce the compu
tational expense.
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CHAPTER 5. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The boundaries that occur in a zonal method can be classified into two categories
— the "natural" boundaries that are inherent to the problem, and the "artificial" interface
boundaries introduced by the decomposition of the domain into different zones. Typical
among the former are body surface boundaries, periodic boundaries and inlet and exit
boundaries. Once again the turbomachinery problem proves to be a good test case since all
these types of natural boundaries are present. As a result of the hybrid grid strategy adopted
in the present work, the zonal interface boundaries are of two types — those between a
structured and an unstructured grid and those between two unstructured grid regions. In
general, both cases can involve relative motion between the two regions although in the
present decomposition relative motion occurs only at the second type of interface. This
chapter describes the implementation of the various boundary conditions and also provides
a summary of the overall zonal algorithm as used for the turbomachinery simulations.

Airfoil Surface Boundary
Navier-Stokes equations are used in the regions near the airfoils hence the no-slip
condition is the appropriate boundary condition for the velocity components. In addition,
at all points on airfoil surfaces, the conditions of adiabatic wall and zero normal derivative
of pressure are imposed. In terms of the components of Q these four boundary conditions
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can be written as

Ipu = pUw
pv = pVw
de
Tt! =
where

and

dpu

dpv

w + ""W

are the components of the boundary velocity. Assuming that the grids

are orthogonal to the airfoil-surfaces, these conditions can be incorporated in an implicit
manner by replacing the operator of Equation 3.11 with the following at the boundary
points:
CAQi.i + DAQi,2 = 0
where
a

0

0

0"

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.

0

—awiu

—otv^

a

"1

0

0

0"

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

.0

—Utu

—Utu

,

D=

and
a = -JialJiA
In the above, the rj derivatives are approximated only to first-order accuracy in order
to preserve the block-tridiagonal nature of the LHS matrix. However, in a post-update
correction procedure at the end of each time step, the boundary conditions are explicitly
enforced using a second-order accurate formula.
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Inlet and Outflow Boundaries
Subsonic inflow and outflow boundary conditions are imposed at the left boundary
of the first airfoil row and the right boundary of the last airfoil row, respectively. One
dimensional characteristic analysis suggests that at a subsonic inlet boundary, the Riemann
invariant
R\=u-\

2a

-

7 - 1

be specified based on the freestream conditions while the other Riemann invariant

be calculated based on flow conditions extrapolated from the interior. Two additional
conditions are required and in the present study the total pressure and the inlet flow angle
are prescribed. The Q vector can then be calculated at the points on the inlet boundary
using these four conditions.
A similar analysis at the outflow boundary suggests that R\ be extrapolated from the
interior and Rz be specified. However, in the absence of full knowledge of the downstream
conditions, this is not possible and only the static pressure at the exit is prescribed, based
on the operating conditions of the compressor or turbine. The specification is completed
by extrapolating two other quantities, the v velocity and entropy, from the interior.

Non-reflective boundary conditions
The inlet and exit boundary conditions described above are reflective, i.e., pressure
waves that reach the boundary are reflected back into the system and can degrade the
unsteady solution. Several non-reflective boundary conditions have been proposed to
overcome these problems and a couple of them have been implemented in the present
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study, in the manner of Reference [15]. The procedures are based on the assumption
of a locally linearizable flow at the inflow and outflow boundaries. In other words, the
unsteadiness is considered to be a perturbation about a steady, mean flow. The linearized
Euler equations for the perturbation components can be written as

dt

where q' = [p'

u'

u

p

0 0

0

Û

0

1
?

+
0

0

Û

0

0

pa^

0

Û.

v'

V

dl
dx

0

p

0

0 V

0

0

0 0

Û

4

.0 0

pa

+
=;:2

d£ = 0
dy

(5.1)

V

p']^ is the vector of the perturbations of the primitive variables

and Û,V, p and â are the velocity components, density and sonic speed respectively of the
underlying steady state at the boundary.
The procedure of Bayliss and Tbrkel [16] further assumes that the flow is onedimensional, i.e, û = 0. A non-reflective boundary condition for the pressure perturbation
can then be derived. At the inlet, it becomes

The term ^ is set to zero in the present study, consistent with the extrapolation of the
velocity components. This condition replaces the R2 extrapolation in the reflective inlet
boundary procedure described above and the total pressure specification is replaced with a
specification of the entropy. The other two conditions, namely the specification of the inlet
flow angle and the Riemann invariant R\ remain unchanged. At the outflow boundary, a
similar procedure yields the following equation
dp'

-r-
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which replaces the prescription of the exit static pressure, u, v and entropy are extrapolated
from the interior.
Two-dimensional non-reflective boundary conditions can be derived [17] in terms of

0

C3

0

0

pô 0

u'

0

v'

1

0

1

0

1

.C4.

0

1

C2

"ci"

0

%

the characteristic variables of Equation 5.1 which are given by

The appropriate boundary conditions are obtained from the compatibility-like equations,
based on the signs of the eigenvalues. At the inlet this requires that C4 be extrapolated from
interior and the other three characteristic variables be obtained from
"ci'
'ci'
d
dt

C2
.C3.

+

0

V

0

0

V

0

— 5 (Û — a)

0
C2
dy

=0

C3

0

V

C4.

Conversely, at the outflow boundary c\, C2 and C3 are extrapolated from the interior and C4
is obtained from
Cl

® " "'I

C2

0

C3

LC4J
The difficulty in using these boundary conditions arises due to the fact that the required
mean steady flow conditions, û, v, p and p are generally not known everywhere. At
the inlet these can taken to be the corresponding freestream values but at the outflow
boundary one must resort to obtaining an initial solution using alternative procedures,
such as the reflective boundary conditions described above. The underlying steady flow
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variables are then computed by time-averaging the initial solution and then used in a periodlagged manner. However, in order to retain control over the operating conditions of the
turbomachine, p is still kept constant at the same value as used in the reflective boundary
condition.

Unstructured grid implementation
The implementation of these reflective and non-reflective boundary conditions on
unstructured grids is identical to the case of structured grids except for one detail. At
the points on the boundaries, extrapolation of flow quantities from the interior is usually
achieved by taking those values from the corresponding points at the next inner line parallel
to the boundary. However, in the case of unstructured grids, there is, in general, no such
set of points. To avoid expensive interpolation which might otherwise be required, the
inlet boundary is extended by adding a set of points which mimics the situation found in
structured grids, as shown in Fig. 5.1.

Periodic Boundaries
For ease in the imposition of periodicity over one rotor or stator pitch (or composite
pitch when multiple airfoils are considered), a one-to-one correspondence is maintained
between the point distributions on the upper and lower boundaries of the unstructured
grids. The flux terms for the points on the upper boundary are calculated based on the half
control-volume surrounding them and then added to the corresponding points on the lower
boundary. In unstructured grids this can be accomplished easily by properly modifying the
edge-based data structure used to express the connectivity of the grids. For example, the
data structure for the edge i in Fig. 5.1 consists of A and B as its endpoints and the points
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Periodic Boundary

•> Structured / Unstructured
Grid Interface

>• Inlet Boundary

Extended Inlet Boundary

Figure 5.1: Unstructured outer grid with extended inlet boundary

C and D as the left and right neighboring points. Likewise the edge j is considered to
be directed from D to B and has A and E as the two neighbors. Once the data structure
for all edges that have an end-point or a neighbor on the periodic boundary has been
similarly modified, the solution procedure described in Chapter 4 implicitly accounts for
the periodicity and no special procedures are necessary.

Inner-Outer Grid Interfaces
The inner boundary of the outer unstructured grid and the outer boundary of the
inner structured grid share the same set of points, thus obviating any need for expensive
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Unstructured Outer Grid

Interface Boundary

Structured Inner Grid

Figure 5.2: Inner-outer grid interface for central difference scheme

interpolation. The flow variables at these points are not updated during the inner grid
solution procedure. Updating them during the outer grid solution process requires the
definition of a complete control volume around these points and this can be accomplished
by extending the unstructured grid inside the structured zone. Two possible approaches
are depicted in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 where the augmented unstructured grid is shown by
the dotted lines. In the first approach, which is used in the central-difference algorithm,
triangular cells are formed with additional points that are introduced midway between the
segments on the next inner ^ line of the inner grid. This arrangement is preferred over the
triangulation of the inner grid quadrilaterals because it results in a smoother grid.
In the second approach, depicted in Figure 5.3, no additional points are introduced and
the outer triangular mesh is augmented with a set of quadrilateral cells. The points near the
interface now have common control-volume boundaries and thus flux conservation across
the grid interface can be ensured. Therefore this approach is used with the upwind scheme.
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Unstructured Outer Grid

Interface Boundary

Structured Inner Grid

Figure 5.3: Inner-outer grid interface for upwind scheme

Rotor-Stator Grid Interfaces
The rotor-stator grid interface occurs between the outer unstructured grids of two
adjacent rows of airfoils. Since one of the rows slips past the other, the two boundaries
cannot have a common set of points at all instances and hence interpolation cannot be
avoided. Flux conservation across this interface is ensured in the following manner. When
the grid on the left is being updated, the points on its right boundary cannot be updated
to the next time-step since only half a control volume exists around them, as shown in
Figure 5.4 for point A. This partial contribution to the flux terms for the boundary points
is computed and stored. The flux contribution at the points is considered as a piece-wise
constant distribution of fluxes along the interface boundary. Thus the flux calculated for
point A is distributed over half of edges A —C and A — B. During the subsequent update
of the grid on the right, this contribution is transferred to the edges on the left boundary
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Figure 5.4: Stator-rotor grid interface

of that grid in a conservative manner. The edge distribution is then accumulated at the
boundary points on the next grid. The contribution of the half-control volume to the right
is added to the left boundary points of the right grid as usual and thus the flow quantities at
the next time-step are obtained at these points.
Once all the grids have been updated in this fashion, the dependent variables on the
right boundaries of all but the last airfoil row are interpolated from the new values on the
left boundaries of the next grid, thereby completing the update to the next time level at all
the points on the unstructured outer grids.
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Summary of the Overall Algorithm
The main steps of the overall hybrid algorithm are summarized as follows. The
solution process begins with an initial guess for the conserved variables (usually the
freestream values) on all grids. The following steps are then carried out at each time step
for the outer unstructured grid of each airfoil row in sequence.
• The flow variables at the augmented grid points on the inner-outer grid interfaces are
calculated from the current values on the inner grid.
• The flux terms are calculated for all points. Except for the last row, the partial fluxes
at the right boundary are stored for use in the next grid and for all but the first row,
the stored flux terms from the previous row are interpolated onto the points at the left
boundary.
• The flow variables are then updated to the next iteration level.
These steps are repeated for all the rows and for each of the four stages of the RungeKutta scheme at the end of which all the unstructured grid points have been updated to the
next time-step. The inner structured grids are then updated in sequence as follows:
• The flow variables at the outer boundaries are copied from the unstructured grid.
(Although the inner and outer grids share the same set of points at their interface, for
ease of implementation, the points are maintained in data structures associated with
both the grids.)
• The solution for the inner grids is advanced to the next time step using several
iterations of the iterative implicit algorithm at all points except the outer boundary
where boundary conditions are prescribed.
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A post-update correction step is carried out at the end of the time step. This involves
imposition of the inflow and outflow boundary conditions at the left and right boundaries
of the first and last unstructured grids, respectively, the interpolation of flow variables at
the right boundaries of all grids (except the grid for the last airfoil row) and the explicit
imposition of the airfoil surface boundary conditions for the inner grids.
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CHAPTER 6. SOLUTION ADAPTATION

One of the main advantages of an unstructured grid based approach is that the grid
density can be controlled with a much higher degree of flexibility than is possible with
structured grids. Unstructured grids also allow for the most efficient use of the total
number of available points since grid points can be clustered around a particular point,
along a particular direction or in a specific region of the domain without having to refine
grids globally. When the locations of the flow features of interest is known a priori, the
initial grids can be generated with appropriate clustering in those regions. For flow features
whose existence is not known before hand or whose locations vary with time, the grids can
be adapted dynamically as the flow evolves.
This increased flexibility is obtained at the expense of increased complexity in the
implementation of solution adaptation algorithms. The difficulties are compounded even
further when the adaptation isdesired for transient or periodic solutions, since the techniques
used must meet several stringent criteria. In a steady-state calculation, the grid is typically
refined four to five times during the entire solution procedure. Therefore the time spent in
the adaptation process is not a major concern. On the other hand, in unsteady calculations,
the efficiency of the adaptation algorithms is paramount since they have to be used very
often. The time spent in adapting the grids should be a small fraction of the time required
for advancing the solution by a few time steps in order for solution adaptation to be viable.
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The other major requirement for using adaptation algorithms in unsteady calculations
is that the error indicators and adaptation strategies should be automatic and robust. Since
the grid is adapted every few steps, user intervention is not feasible every time the grid
changes. In addition, the adaptation methods must incorporate more capabilities than what
is required in a steady state computation, where one typically starts with a coarse mesh and
refines it a few times at the locations of flow features of interest until a satisfactory solution
is obtained. In unsteady calculations, a de-refinement capability is also required so that
the extra points can be removed when they are not required and so that the total number
of points does not increase without bound. The final requirement stems from the fact that
repetitive grid refinement and de-refinement tends to degrade the quality of the grid. It
is therefore desirable that the adaptation technique incorporate some means of detecting
unacceptable cells and restoring grid quality.

Traditional Grid Adaptation Techniques
Grid adaptation algorithms can be classified into three general categories.

Point relocation methods
In point relocation methods the total number of grid points is held constant but
their location is varied to achieve desired clustering in specific regions. This is usually
accomplished by using a spring-mass system analogy. The edges of the grids are modeled
as springs with their strengths based on the adaptation variables. Such techniques are very
easy to implement and are useful when grid adaptation is used to relocate interior points
following any changes in the boundaries [14] or in cases where only a mild clustering is
sufficient [18]. However, in problems where excessive gradients develop this approach is
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somewhat limited because extra points are not added. Also, since the grid connectivity is
not modified, grid quality can easily deteriorate under excessive point motion.

Remeshing
In remeshing methods the entire domain, or regions thereof, are fully remeshed at
each adaptation stage. The advancing front technique discussed in Chapter 2 is well suited
for this purpose since the original grid can serve as the background mesh and the solution
obtained on the original grid can be used to compute the grid control parameters. In this
manner, quite optimal grids can be generated. The drawback of this approach, however,
is that complete or even partial remeshing can be very expensive. Also, since the original
and adapted grids do not have any common points, the solution on the adapted grid must be
obtained by general spatial interpolation and this can lead to numerical errors for transient
or periodic problems. Therefore such methods have been employed only for steady state
computations [9].

H-refinement
In the h-refinement approach, points are added and/or removed from the grid according
to specified criteria, usually by subdivision of some element (either edge, face or volume)
of the original grid. This approach is very suitable for transient flow computations since
it does meet most of the criteria listed above. Interpolations on the new grids can be
conservative and do not require global searches, the degree of refinement can be controlled
precisely and the procedure is quite robust. One disadvantage of this technique is that the
transition from refined grid to coarse grid regions is usually not very smooth and the change
in cell areas can be rather large.
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Current Grid Refinement Approach
The grid adaptation method used in the present study is based primarily on h-refinement
but it also incorporates some additional elements in order to improve the quality of the
adapted grids. The main aspects of any adaptation strategy that need to be considered
are (1) means of identification of regions for refinement and de-refinement, (2) the actual
mechanisms for adding and removing grid elements from a grid and (3) any post-processing
operations on the adapted grid. Although quite general error indicators for use on unstruc
tured grids have been proposed in the literature [19], these tend to be expensive to compute
hence more ad hoc indicators have been used in the current work. These are inevitably very
problem dependent and hence discussion of this aspect is deferred until the next chapter.
The other two aspects of the current method are described below.

Mesh refinement
The refinement in the mesh is accomplished by subdivision of those edges of the
existing grids for which the indicator function (computed as the average of the indicator
function at the two end-points) exceeds a specified tolerance. This approach to mesh
enrichment is chosen over alternatives (such as adding a point at the centroid of an existing
triangle) because it can be accomplished using only the edge data structure. Also, the
new points are added midway between two existing points and interpolation of the flow
variables is straightforward.
An important consideration during grid adaptation is the triangulation of the new set
of grid points. One possible means of accomplishing this would be to generate the new
list of grid points by adding and deleting points from the old grid as required and then to
fully retriangulate the new set of points. However, this would be very inefficient since
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Initial Triangulation

Refinement + Default Triangulation

Final Triangulation

Figure 6.1: Illustration of grid refinement followed by edge swapping

triangulation methods, such as the Delaunay triangulation, require (9(nlogn) operations
[6], where n is the number of points. It is highly desirable that the triangulation be
accomplished simultaneously with refinement or de-refinement. For the mesh refinement
strategy chosen here, this is very easy to accomplish, as shown in Figure 6.1. The figure
on the left depicts the original grid, the dotted lines in the central figure are the two new
edges created joining the new point with the neighbors of the original edge. This default
triangulation is always possible on an arbitrary grid following a refinement and the updates
to the point, edge and cell data structures of the grid are determined easily, using only the
edge data structure. Thus subdivision of an interior edge results in creation of one new
point, three new edges and two new cells. This procedure is also applicable for edges at
the boundaries, with slight modifications since these edges have only one neighbor.

Mesh de-refinement
Removing points from a grid is more complicated task than adding. Unlike mesh
refinement, de-refinement cannot be based on simply removing all the points where the
error indicator is below a specified tolerance since this is likely to result in removal of all
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points from smooth regions. The procedure used here is as follows. A deletion flag is
defined at each grid point and set to 0, except at certain points which must be protected from
deletion (such as some boundary points which define the ends of the domain etc.) where
the flag is set to 1. All the points are then successively visited and if the error indicator is
found to be below tolerance and if its flag is 0, that particular point is marked for deletion by
setting its flag to -1. Each time a point is marked for deletion, all its neighbors are forcibly
protected by setting their flags to 1. This ensures that the grid refinement is gradual but does
not necessarily delete the points with the lowest indicator values. Somewhat better results
are obtained if the points are visited in the order of their error indicator values rather than
according to their index in the point lists. An alternative strategy, which is sometimes used
in the present approach if the original grid is deemed to be sufficiently coarse in the smooth
regions of the fiow, is to delete only the points that were introduced as a result of refinement.
This approach is faster but does not make optimum use of adaptation capabilities since the
original set of grid points is always preserved.
Retriangulation following de-refinement is also more complicated than retriangulation
after refinement since there is no automatic way of reconnecting the remaining points. The
number of neighbors varies and there is no unique triangulation of the polygon left after
the point is removed. The current approach is to triangulate a polygon by creating a
valid triangle out of three successive points of the polygon such that the length of the
new side generated is minimized. The polygon remaining after the new triangle has been
formed is then treated similarly and this process is continued until the entire polygon
has been retriangulated, as illustrated in Figure 6.2, which depicts a section of the mesh
before and after deletion of the point A. This procedure is significantly faster than the full
re-triangulation since it only requires 0(An) operations where An, the number of points
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of grid de-refinement

deleted, is usually a small fraction of the total number of points.

Edge swapping
Although the refinement and de-refinement procedures described above produce valid
grids in a very efficient manner, the grids are not necessarily globally optimal and can have
elements with small angles or areas. A simple localized correction procedure can be used
during the refinement and de-refinement process to ensure better grid quality. The idea is
based on a property of Delaunay triangulation which guarantees that in any quadrilateral,
of the two possible diagonals, the one chosen is such that the minimum angle is maximized.
This principle provides a very efficient mechanism for converting any existing triangulation
of a set of points to the Delaunay triangulation by simply cycling through all the edges and
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swapping it in favor of the alternative if it fails to meet the criteria until all edges are made
to conform in this manner. This approach is particularly attractive in the present context,
since it only needs to be applied locally. A very simple and elegant implementation of
edge swapping is possible if programmed in a language that supports recursion since every
time an edge is swapped, the procedure can simply invoke itself for all the edges that are
affected.
An illustration of the improvement that can be obtained by edge swapping is shown
for the situation following edge refinement in Figure 6.1. It is easy to show that the four
edges meeting at the newly created point will be part of the final Delaunay triangulation and
hence only the edges of the quadrilateral need to be checked for possible swapping. The
final triangulation after two of these edges have been swapped is sketched in the figure on
the right. It is quite clear that the edge swapping prevents triangles with small angles. It is
also interesting to observe from the figure that the new triangulation has edges with smaller
lengths although only one of the original edges was refined. A final point to note regarding
edge swapping is that the decision to swap need not be always based on the Delaunay
criterion. If some other grid optimality principle is desired, such as the minimizing of
the maximum angle, edge swapping can still be used to obtain it starting from a given
triangulation.

Grid smoothing
When the edge swapping procedure is used simultaneously with the refinement and
de-refinement procedures, the resulting grid can be optimal in the sense of satisfying the
Delaunay criterion everywhere, with the possible exception of boundary regions. However,
this still does not ensure that the variation in adjacent cell areas is smooth. This situation
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is most easily visualized in case of de-refinement of a regular triangular grid. If the points
are deleted such that all neighbors of each deleted point are protected from deletion, the
Delaunay triangulation of the new set of points will not be as regular as the original grid.
However, a few sweeps of grid smoothing, as described in Chapter 2 can be used to recover
a smooth de-refined grid.
The main disadvantage of grid smoothing is that the solution must be interpolated
at the new locations of the points. However, since every point moves only within the
surrounding polygon, global searches are not required in order to locate the cell in which
the new location lies and thus this interpolation is considerably faster than what would
be required following a complete remeshing. In addition this smoothing does not have to
be invoked after every adaptation step but only when the grid quality becomes very poor.
For further efficiency, only those points which are farther away from the centroid of their
surrounding polygon than a specified tolerance are actually moved to the new location.

Grid Adaptation for Moving Boundaries
Apart from enhancing the grid to improve the solution quality, the adaptation capability
of unstructured grids can be exploited for other purposes as well. In the present method,
one such use of grid adaptation is possible at the interface between two unstructured grids in
relative motion. For example, if the rotor and stator grids in the turbomachinery calculation
are not modified, then, as the rotor moves past the stator, the interface changes at each time
step and the conservative interpolation procedure described in Chapter 5 becomes necessary
in order to transfer information across the interface. However, if the stator grid is adapted
such that each boundary point at the edge always coincides with some point on the rotor grid
boundary, then the interpolation becomes trivial. This is achieved in the following manner.
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At the beginning of each time step, the rotor grid is moved to its new location based on the
rotor speed. The right boundary points of the stator grid are then moved along the boundary,
in either direction, to the nearest point on the rotor boundary. Figure 6.3, illustrates this
procedure by depicting the region in the vicinity of the interface at four instances of the
cycle, which is the time taken by the rotor grid on the right to move through a distance
equal to one pitch. Close inspection of the figure will reveal that the outer unstructured
grid around the two stator airfoils, marked SI and S2, remains unchanged, except for the
points on its right boundary. The figure also shows the unstructured grid around the rotor
airfoils, R1 and R2, translating downwards but without any relative motion between the
grid points.
This procedure is quite efficient since only the points on the boundary have their loca
tions changed and even their motion is confined along the boundary. The grid connectivity
remains unchanged for both grids. The distortion introduced by moving the boundary points
is quite small since the maximum distance a point can traverse is half of the maximum grid
spacing at the boundary. The only requirement for this procedure is that the number of
points on the two boundaries should be the same but this is not a concern for unstructured
grids since this requirement does not impose any restrictions on the grid densities in the
interior of either grids. It is obvious from Figure 6.3 that with this type of grid adaptation,
the entire outer unstructured region appears essentially to be discretized with a single grid
at all instants. Thus, this type of grid adaptation is also very useful for implementing higher
order methods since no reduction in accuracy at the interfaces is suffered.
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t = 0.0

t = 0.25

t = 0.50

t = 0.75

Figure 6.3: Grid adaptation for moving boundaries
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CHAPTER 7. RESULTS

The methodologies described in the previous chapters have been applied to a variety
of test cases and some of the results are presented here. The two unstructured grid
algorithms were tested on steady and unsteady inviscid flows and these code validation
results are discussed first. Solutions for unsteady viscous turbomachinery flow cases using
the hybrid algorithms are presented next. Some of the computations were repeated using the
solution adaptation strategies and this chapter concludes with a discussion of the resulting
improvements.

Euler Solutions on Unstructured Grids
These test cases serve to validate the unstructured grid solvers used in the hybrid
algorithm. They have been chosen to study the behavior of the methods under different
flow regimes.

Steady flow over an airfoil
The steady state solution for low subsonic inviscid flow over the V22 rotor airfoil
was computed using the central difference unstructured grid method described in Chapter
4. The freestream Mach number was 0.2 and the airfoil was set at 0° angle of attack.
Figure 7.1 compares the pressure coefficient distribution on the airfoil surface with that
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Figure 7.1: C, distribution on the V22 rotor airfoil surface

obtained using the well known structured grid based code, ARC2D. Both sets of results
were obtained on an identical 128 x 32 "O" grid, with the quadrilaterals being divided
into triangles for purposes of the unstructured grid calculations. The agreement between
the results is excellent, except for the discrepancy at the trailing edge which is caused by
differing trailing edge treatment. Figure 7,2 shows the pressure contours in the vicinity of
the airfoil. They were also found to compare well with the ARC2D results. As expected,
for the present low subsonic case the upwind unstructured solver produces similar results.

Flow in a shock tube
The classical shock tube problem is a good test case for unsteady Euler solvers and
is also useful for studying the behavior of the schemes near discontinuities. The problem
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Figure 7.2: Pressure contours for inviscid flow past the V22 rotor airfoil

configuration is essentially one-dimensional and consists of two masses of gas, one at a
higher pressure and density than the other, separated by a diaphragm. As the diaphragm is
ruptured at i = 0, a shock wave develops and propagates into the quiescent low pressure
gas. The contact surface also travels in the same direction. At the same time an expansion
fan propagates towards the high pressure region. The problem is completely specified in
terms of the initial pressure and density (or temperature) ratios and the exact solution can
be determined using standard gas dynamics relations.
In the present study, the problem was solved on a two-dimensional domain extending
from x = 0 to a; = 1.0 with the diaphragm located at a: = 0.5. The one-dimensional nature
of the problem was imposed by using periodic boundary conditions in the y direction. The
unadapted calculations reported in this section were performed on an equispaced, 1 5 1 x 3 1
grid. The initial pressure and density ratios were chosen to be 10 and 8 respectively and
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the specific heat ratio, 7 was set to 1.4 in both gases. All the results reported are at i = 0.2
which corresponds to a shock location of approximately x = 0.9.
Figure 7.3 compares the pressure and density profiles along the length of the shock
tube obtained using the central-difference and the first-order upwind algorithms with the
analytical solution. The central difference scheme produces oscillations in the vicinity
of the discontinuities while the upwind scheme is monotone as expected. The secondorder accuracy of the central-difference scheme, however, is apparent in regions where the
solution varies smoothly. In such regions the central-difference results are closer to the
analytical solutions than the first-order upwind scheme results.
The improvement in the solution quality resulting from the use of the second-order
reconstruction procedure in conjunction with the basic upwind scheme is evident from
Figure 7.4. It was found that gradient limiting, as described in Chapter 4, is essential when
the reconstruction procedure is used for the shock tube problem. The solution using the
reconstruction compares better with the analytical results while still retaining the monotone
behavior near discontinuities. Comparison with the central-difference results of Figure 7.3
further attests to the second-order accuracy of the reconstructed upwind scheme.

Ibrbine cascade
As a prelude to the unsteady simulations of the flow in a turbomachine, an inviscid
calculation for the steady flow in a turbine cascade was performed using the centraldifference unstructured code. The purpose of this calculation was to validate the periodic
and inlet/outlet boundary condition procedures as well as the unstructured grid generation
method. The geometry and the flow conditions are similar to the stator row of the one
stage turbine to be discussed in the next section. The inlet Mach number is set at 0.07 and
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of the central difference and first-order upwind scheme for the
shock tube problem: pressure and density distributions at t=0.2
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problem: pressure and density distributions at t=0.2
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Figure 7.5: Unstructured grid for the turbine cascade calculation

the ratio of the exit static pressure to the inlet total pressure is prescribed to be 0.9739. A
fully unstructured grid, shown in Figure 7.5, was generated for this computation using the
advancing front technique described in Chapter 2. The grid consists of approximately 3000
points and 6000 triangles.
The steady state pressure coefficient distribution on the airfoil surface is compared
in Figure 7.6 with the time averaged experimental results for the turbine. Since the rotorstator interaction effects for this particular turbine are confined to the trailing edge region,
even the present calculation, which involves only the stator, is able to produce quite good
comparisons with the experiment. The discrepancies on the suction surface result from the
lack of the extra blockage to the flow that a boundary layer would provide in a viscous
calculation.
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grid calculation with experimental results
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lùrbomachinery Computations on Hybrid Grids
To demonstrate the feasibility of the hybrid grid approach for complex problems, the
unsteady flows in various turbomachinery configurations have been computed. The next
two sections present the results for a low speed, one-stage turbine, including a discussion
of the effects of the rescaling of the geometry and the use of non-reflective boundary
conditions. This is followed by results for the flow in a transonic turbine.

Low speed turbine (1/1 calculation)
The first calculation is for a low speed, low specific work, one stage turbine which has
been extensively tested, numerically as well as experimentally. It consists of 22 stator and
28 rotor airfoils, with an average chord of approximately 6 inches. The gap between the
stator and rotor airfoils is approximately 15% of the average chord. The two dimensional
calculations are carried out at the midspan, at a radius of 27 inches and the operating
conditions are chosen to correspond to the experiments of [20]. The inlet Mach number
used in the calculations is 0.07 and the inlet Reynolds number is 100,000 per inch. The
rotor speed corresponds to 410 RPM and the flow coefficient (defined as the ratio of the
inlet flow speed to the rotor speed at mid-span) is equal to 0.78. The ratio of the exit static
pressure to the inlet total pressure is specified to be 0.963.
The rotor is started impulsively from rest and approximately five rotor cycles (a rotor
cycle corresponds to the motion of the rotor through an angle equal to 2% /N where N is
the number of rotor airfoils) are required to eliminate the initial transients and establish a
solution that is periodic in time. Instantaneous flow quantities at each point on the airfoil
surfaces are summed over all the time steps corresponding to one full cycle to obtain the
time averaged quantities. In addition, the minimum and maximum values of the quantities
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are also stored and used as a measure of the unsteadiness in the flow. The time averaged
results are presented below in terms of the average pressure coefficient, which is defined as
/I _ Pavg ~~ (Pt)inlet
—

1

0

where pavg is the static pressure averaged over one cycle, (pt )iniet is the average total pressure
at the inlet, piniet is the average density at the inlet and w is the rotor velocity. Unsteady
results are described in terms of a pressure amplitude coefficient, Cp, defined as
Pmax. ~ Pmin

—

1

9

where pmax and pmin are the maximum and minimum pressures that occur over a cycle at a
given point.
As described in Chapter 2, the airfoil geometriesare rescaled so as to reduce the number
of airfoils that must be considered in the periodic domain. For the first approximation, the
airfoil count is adjusted to 22 stator and 22 rotor airfoils by rescaling the rotor airfoils by
a factor of 28/22. The computational domain then consists of only two airfoils. The inner
structured grids used for these airfoils have 180 points in the circumferential direction and
20 points in the normal direction. The two outer unstructured grids have approximately
3700 points each.
Although the 1/1 configuration involves relatively severe modification of the turbine
geometry, the time-averaged results obtained are quite satisfactory, as evident from Fig
ure 7.7 which compares the average pressure coefficient distributions on the stator and
rotor airfoils with the experimental data. The unsteady results, on the other hand, are
significantly affected by the rescaling, as shown in Figure 7.8. The computed pressure
amplitudes on both the stator and rotor surfaces are much higher than the experimen
tally observed amplitudes. One of the reasons for this is the use of reflective boundary
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Figure 7.7: Time-averaged pressures on stator and rotor airfoils (1/1 calculation)
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conditions. When these computations are repeated with the two non-reflective boundary
condition procedures described in Chapter 5 (using the averaged results from the reflec
tive boundary condition solution as the underlying steady-state flow at the inlet and exit
boundaries) the unsteady results are found to be in closer agreement with the experiments,
as demonstrated by Figures 7.9 and 7.10. The time-averaged pressures are not signifi
cantly altered by the boundary conditions and therefore only the pressure amplitudes are
presented in these figures. Significant differences with respect to the experimental data
are still observed even when non-reflective boundary conditions are employed since the
unsteady flow in a turbine is strongly governed by the ratio of the number of stator and
rotor airfoils and the present rescaling is a rather crude approximation to the actual ratio of
11/14. However, it is clear that the very high amplitudes in Figure 7.8 are caused primarily
due to the reflection induced by the constant pressure specification at the exit boundary
and the prediction of time-varying features of the flow field can be improved by the use of
non-reflective boundary conditions. It is interesting to note from the figures that both the
one-dimensional non-reflective boundary condition procedure of Bayliss and Turkel [16]
(Figure 7.9) and the two-dimensional characteristic variables based procedure of Giles [17]
(Figure 7.10) perform adequately for the present problem and produce very similar results.
The flow field in the turbine is depicted with the help of instantaneous pressure and
entropy contours in Figures 7.11 and 7.12 respectively. Although the solution is obtained
for only one blade in both the stator and rotor rows, these plots depict several airfoils in each
row for better illustration of the flow features. The data for the additional airfoils is obtained
using the periodicity condition. This practice is followed for all such plots presented here.
The pressure contours exhibit the main features of the time-averaged pressure distributions
shown in Figure 7.7, namely, the expansion and subsequent recompression of the flow
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Figure 7.9: Pressure amplitudes on stator and rotor airfoils using one-dimensional
non-reflective boundary conditions (1/1 calculation)
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Figure 7.10: Pressure amplitudes on stator and rotor airfoils using two-dimensional
non-reflective boundary conditions(l/l calculation)
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Figure 7.11: Instantaneous pressure contours (1/1 calculation)

Figure 7.12: Instantaneous entropy contours ( 1/1 calculation)
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on the suction side of both the stator and rotor airfoils, and the nearly constant pressure
region followed by an expansion on the pressure sides of the airfoils. The contours are also
quite smooth across the various zonal boundaries and indicate the success of the interface
treatment developed in Chapter 5.
Whereas the pressure contours mainly depict the inviscid flow features, the entropy
contours of Figure 7.12 serve to highlight the viscous flow features. As expected, these are
confined to a very small region near the surface on the stator airfoil. However, the rotor
flow field is significantly affected by the presence of the wake shed from the stator blades
and this interaction is clearly visible from the plot. Also evident is the thickening of the
boundary layer region from the leading edges to the trailing edges of both stator and rotor
airfoils.

Low speed turbine (3/4 calculation)
A better geometrical approximation for the turbine discussed in the previous section is
to assume the airfoil count to be 21 stator and 28 rotor airfoils. This requires only a moderate
rescaling (a factor of 22/21) of the stator airfoils but does increase the computational domain
to 3 stator and 4 rotor airfoils. Figure 7.13 shows the composite grid used in the present
calculations. Although the calculation was performed with 3 stator and 4 rotor airfoils, the
figure shows a closeup view of one stator and two rotor airfoils. The structured "O" grids
around the individual airfoils consists of 181 x 20 points and the unstructured meshes in the
outer zones of the stator and rotor rows have 11360 and 13707 points, respectively. Note
that in the figure, the grid is colored by the instantaneous pressure values at each location.
Figure 7.14 shows the time-averaged pressure coefficient (Cp) as a function of the
axial distance for the stator and rotor airfoils. The computed results compare well with
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Figure 7.13: Hybrid grid used for the low speed turbine (3/4 calculation)
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the experimental data. The amplitude of the temporal pressure fluctuation is a measure
of the unsteadiness of the flow. Figure 7.15 shows pressure amplitudes coefficient Cp on
the surface of the stator and rotor. The numerical amplitude distribution exhibits most of
the qualitative features that are found in the experimental results. Some differences exist
between the numerical predictions and the experimental data on the suction side of the
stator; this may be because of the small difference between experimental and numerical
rotor/stator pitch ratios, and because of three-dimensional effects.
The results shown in Figure 7.15 were obtained using the standard reflective boundary
condition procedure yet they do not show the deterioration that was evident with the 1/1
configuration. This behavior can be understood from the kinematical analysis of the rotorstator interaction presented in [15]. The analysis assumes that the mechanisms responsible
for generating the unsteadiness are events that occur at the blade passing frequency and the
effect of wake shedding and other sources is negligible. Under these assumptions, and for
the present operating conditions, it can then be shown that in a 1/1 configuration, pressure
disturbances corresponding to all the harmonics of the blade passing frequency have spatial
modes that propagate, whereas, in the multiple airfoil case of three stator and four rotor
blades, the fundamental and the first harmonic do not have propagating modes. When
reflective boundary conditions are used, such as imposition of constant exit pressure, these
disturbances are reflected back into the domain and pollute the solution. Since the energy
content in the lower harmonics is typically one or two orders of magnitudes higher than
that at the higher harmonics, the effect of the reflective boundary conditions is much more
pronounced in the 1/1 calculation. In the 3/4 calculation, the second harmonic is the lowest
frequency that has propagating spatial modes and because of the relatively smaller energy
levels at this frequency, there is no appreciable deterioration in the temporal resolution in
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the interior of the domain although the far field acoustics can be effected. It should also be
noted that fortuitous mitigation of the reflective property of the boundary conditions might
be observed if the grids in the far field are sufficiently coarse so as to numerically attenuate
the propagating modes and thus prevent their reflection.
Instantaneous pressure and entropy contours for the 3/4 calculation are presented in
Figures 7,16 and 7.17, respectively. These figures are useful in visualizing the unsteady
aspects of the flow field. It is evident that the flow in the stator blade passages does not
undergo significant changes during a cycle, except in the trailing edge region, a fact which
was also observed from the cascade calculations of the same geometry presented earlier in
this chapter. The contours in the four rotor blade passages show the time varying nature of
the flow and its interaction with the pressure field and wakes of the stator blades.

Transonic turbine
The Generic Gas Generator (GGG) turbine design is typical of the new generation of
compact, high specific work turbines. The small axial gaps, large turning angles and high
blade loadings used in these designs can lead to large rotor-stator interaction effects. Since
these configurations are quite different from current designs, empirical correlations based
on existing knowledge base are of limited value and it becomes essential to treat the stator
and rotor as a single unit and to use time-accurate analysis methods. The value of CFD
techniques, even during the design phase for such turbines, was convincingly demonstrated
in [21] which used the structured zonal grid method of [2].
The GGG turbine is a two stage machine but the computations reported here were
carried out only for the first stage, which consists of 38 stator and 52 rotor airfoils. The
number of stator airfoils is increased to 39 by rescaling the airfoils by a factor of 38/39,
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of the pressure averages on stator and rotor airfoils (3/4 calcu
lation)
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Figure 7.16: Instantaneous pressure contours (3/4 calculation)

Figure 7.17: Instantaneous entropy contours (3/4 calculation)
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so as to permit numerical calculations using only 7 airfoils (3 stator and 4 rotor). The
mid-span location at which the present two-dimensional calculations are performed is at a
radius of 7.7 inches and the stator and rotor airfoils at this location have chord lengths of
0.6 and 0.52 inches, respectively. The design operating conditions correspond to a rotor
velocity of 24,000 RPM and an inlet Mach number of 0.055. The Reynolds number at the
stator inlet is 490,000 per inch and the pressure ratio across the stage is 0.454.
The preliminary design of the GGG turbine had an axial gap of 0.2 inches, or ap
proximately 30% of the average chord. In addition to this case, Rangwalla et. al. [21]
also report numerical simulations for the baseline design of 0.35 inches (53% of average
chord) axial gap and a modified design with 0.5 inches (75% of average chord) axial gap.
The main conclusions from these computations were that the preliminary design resulted
in the formation of unsteady shocks in the stator passages, with an attendant reduction in
stage efficiency, and that this could be avoided by increasing the axial gap. The present
computations are carried out for the preliminary design case, since the main goal is to
demonstrate the transonic and shock resolution properties of the method.
Figure 7.18 shows the time averaged pressure distributions as well as the minimum
and maximum pressures during a cycle over the stator and rotor blades. The pressures
for each row are non-dimensionalized with respect to the time and space-averaged total
relative pressure at the inlet to that row. The temporal variation is evident from the
envelope between the minimum and maximum pressures and indicates significant unsteady
interactions in the trailing edge region of the stator and the leading edge region of the rotor
blades. These large surface pressure variations are caused by unsteady shocks that develop
between the suction surface of the stator blades and the leading edge surface of the rotor
blades. Some of the unsteady variations are also caused by vortex shedding at the trailing
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Figure 7.18: Pressure variation on stator and rotor airfoils for GGG turbine
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edges of the stator and rotor airfoils.
The main features of the time averaged surface pressure distribution are also observed
in the instantaneous pressure contours, plotted in Figure 7.19. It is clear that on the stator
airfoils, most of the expansion takes place in the rearward half of the airfoil. The shocks
on the suction surface are also clearly visible. The unsteady nature of these shocks is
apparent from the differing locations and strengths of the shocks on the three stator airfoils
shown. The interaction between the stator wakes and these shocks can be observed from
the temperature contours shown in Figure 7.20 while the entropy contours of Figure 7.21
further highlight the viscous flow features and the interaction of stator wakes with the
moving rotor airfoils.
As pointed out in Rangwalla et. al. [21], it is very important to note that the shocks are
caused entirely by the interaction between the stator and rotor airfoils. The large amount of
flow turning through the stator blade passages combines with the geometry of the leading
edge region of the rotor and its motion to create an effect similar to a converging-diverging
nozzle operating beyond the critical pressure ratio. Thus any analysis method which treats
stator and rotor rows in isolation will not be able to predict the shocks. Even techniques
that account for the interaction but do so only in a time and space-averaged sense will
fail to simulate the shocks since their effects are likely to be smeared. Another important
conclusion that emerged from the present computations is that the use of schemes with
high temporal and spatial accuracy is critical for such cases. As mentioned before, the
rotor is started impulsively from rest and therefore several cycles must elapse before a
periodic solution is attained. The initial transients are not of interest and for computational
efficiency a lower order accurate scheme is often used during the preliminary stages of the
computations. During such an initial phase of the GGG calculation, when only the first

Figure 7.19: Instantaneous pressure contours for GGG turbine
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Figure 7.20: Instantaneous temperature contours for GGG turbine

Figure 7.21: Instantaneous entropy contours for GGG turbine
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order upwind schemes were being employed in both the inner and outer grid regions, it was
discovered that the stator-rotor gap region was free of any shocks. This behavior persisted
even after a periodic solution was established. However, the shocks appeared within the
first cycle following the introduction of the higher order schemes.
The test cases presented so far underline the necessity of using solution methods
that treat the entire system as a single unit in cases such as turbomachinery flows where
interaction effects are significant. The importance of preserving temporal and spatial
accuracy, in both the discretization schemes as well as the interface treatment, is also
brought out. The test cases to be presented in the next section similarly demonstrate the
usefulness of the solution adaptive capabilities of the present approach.

Computations with Solution Adaptive Grids
As mentioned previously, one of the main objectives of the present hybrid grid ap
proach is to utilize the solution adaptive capabilities of unstructured grids to improve the
resolution of important flow features. All of the following examples involve unsteady or
periodic flow and have been chosen to demonstrate the capability of adaptation to three
types of features that are of general interest, viz. (i) flow discontinuities such as shocks, (ii)
vortices and wakes and (iii) variations in inlet conditions such as a hot streak. The first two
calculations are performed on simplified problems using only the unstructured grid solvers.
The final computation is a full turbomachinery calculation using the hybrid grid approach.

Shock tube
The shock tube computation discussed previously is repeated using the solution adap
tive grids. The geometry and initial conditions are kept the same and the upwind algorithm
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with the second-order reconstruction is used for these adaptive grid calculations. Figure
7.22 compares the solution profiles along the length of the shock tube obtained with and
without grid adaptation. The temperature gradient is used as the adaptation indicator since
it can distinguish the two discontinuities as well as the expansion fan. The adapted grids at
four different instants in time are presented in Fig. 7.23 and show clearly the increased grid
densities in the vicinity of the two discontinuities and the expansion fan. These computa
tions were performed on a coarse starting mesh in order to highlight the subsequent grid
adaptation and therefore the comparison with the exact solution is only fair. Improvements
resulting from the adaptation are still evident, specially at the shock location.

Lamb vortex
The Lamb vortex is an analytical solution for the Euler equations and is described by
the following axisymmetric velocity distribution in polar coordinates.
Vr{ r , e ) = = 0

r
where F is the strength of the vortex and a is a characteristic radius. For r greater than
about 3a the above distribution approaches the potential vortex. The radial variation of
pressure and density is obtained by solving the r and 6 momentum equations. It can be
shown that if the grid is moved with a constant speed, the exact solution simply translates
in the opposite direction with an equal speed. The Lamb vortex thus provides an excellent
test case for studying the vorticity convecting properties of unsteady Euler solvers.
The initial unstructured grid for this problem is generated by first choosing an appro
priate radial clustering. Points are then distributed along the circumference at each radius to
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Figure 7.24: Lamb vortex: time history of minimum pressure

obtain nearly equilateral triangles at each radius. The grid thus generated consists of 1827
points and 3509 triangles. The exact solution is specified at each grid point as the starting
solution and the vortex is allowed to move in x direction by imposing a grid velocity in the
negative x direction. The calculations reported here were carried out for F and a of unity
and with a time-step of 0.04.
As the flow evolves, an estimation of the numerical diffusion caused by the Euler solver
can be obtained by looking at the time-history of the minimum pressure in the domain.
This occurs at the center of the vortex and should be constant in the absence of numerical
distortions. But as depicted in Figure 7.24, it gradually approaches the freestream value
(1.0) because the original grid, which was generated to resolve the vortex at its starting
location is rather coarse away from it. Significant improvements in the integrity of the
vortex can be achieved, however, if the grid is adapted as the solution evolves. The rise
in the minimum pressure is substantially smaller. The increased coherence in the vortex
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structure and strength as a result of grid adaptation can also be appreciated by comparing
Figures 7.25 and 7.26 which show the pressure and entropy contours at t=16.0 for the
original and adaptive grids respectively. The respective pressure and entropy contours
have been drawn with the same color maps to enable comparison. The loss in pressure and
entropy gradients and magnitudes when the grid is not adapted is quite clear.
The grid adaptation in this case is based simply on the entropy function as it provides
a good indication of the vortex location. The initial grid is highly clustered in the vicinity
of the starting location of the vortex and these points are not needed when the vortex has
moved away, therefore, the first de-refinement strategy discussed in Chapter 6 must be
used. The grid is adapted every 50 time steps and each adaptation stage results in addition
and removal of approximately 50-100 points. The overhead due to the adaptation process
is thus negligible compared to the total solution time. Close views of the original and
adapted grid at t = 16.0 are shown in Figure 7.27. The grids are colored according to the
entropy variable. The adapted grid at this stage consists of 1977 points and 3809 triangles.
The slight increase in the total number of grid points from the original grid is as a result of
the deletion strategy used. Since the deletion process only deletes approximately one-third
of ±e points from a region that is de-refined while the refinement procedure increases the
number of points at a faster rate, if the adaptation is not carried out frequently the total
number of points tends to increase.

Hot-streak calculation
The next calculation simulates the effect of inlet temperature variation on the flow in
a turbine. In practice such a situation may arise, for example, if a streak of hot air develops
in the combustion chamber. Since any increase in the surface temperature of the turbine
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Figure 7.25: Lamb vortex: pressure and entropy contours (original grid)

Figure 7.26: Lamb vortex: pressure and entropy contours (adaptive grids)
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Figure 7.27: Lamb vortex: original and adapted grids at t = 16.0
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blades can be critical, the information provided by such an analysis is very useful for the
turbine designer. A simulation of this type of flow feature, using an unsteady Navier-Stokes
solver, was first reported by Rai and Dring [22] and it demonstrated the validity of such an
approach for analyzing this phenomenon.
The main objective in choosing this problem for the present study is to demonstrate the
usefulness of the solution adaptive capability. The turbine configuration used is the same as
the single stage low-speed turbine with the rescaled blade count of one stator and one rotor
airfoil. The flow and operating conditions are also identical except that the inlet temperature
is modified by introducing a hot streak, at a temperature 1.2 times the rest of the inlet flow.
The streak is centered midway between the stator airfoils and extends over a quarter of
the inlet boundary, so that the average inlet temperature is l.OSToo. The freestream Mach
number and pressure are held constant, thus resulting in a hot-streak density of poo/1- 2 and
velocity of Uoo x x/O. The same grid as used for the 1-1 calculation is employed and
the converged periodic solution obtained on the grid for the problem without the hot-streak
is taken as the starting solution. It takes about three to four cycles for the hot-streak to
develop through the domain and for the solution to achieve a periodic state. The calculation
is then continued for a few more cycles with adaptation of the outer unstructured grids.
Since the hot-streak is introduced midway between two stator airfoils and there is no
disturbing mechanism, it passes through the stator passages without significant alterations to
the temperature on the stator surfaces. The streak itself undergoes the expected contraction
as the result of the acceleration of the flow. The flowfield near the rotor, on the other hand,
is altered because of the streak. Its effect at the rotor surface can be estimated from the time
averaged temperatures on the surface. They are plotted in Figure 7.28 as a function of the
arc length along the rotor surface measured from the trailing edge and increasing towards
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the suction side of the airfoil. The average temperature coefficient CT is defined as
/-r _ ^avg —
= =

•IAVG,IN

Too

TFR•*•00

where Tavg is the average temperature at a given point and 7^vg,in is the average inlet
temperature.
It should be noted that the comments made in Reference [22] apply for the current
computation as well and must be kept in mind while comparing these results with the
experimental values. In addition to the differences between the experimental configuration
and the present calculation, such as the rescaling of the geometry that have already been
noted above, there are several other important differences. In the experiment, the streak
was introduced only through one stator passage whereas the periodic boundary condition
of the numerical simulation implies a hot streak through every stator passage. The present
two-dimensional simulation is equivalent to the hot streak extending across the entire
span whereas in the experiment the hot gas entered through a circular pipe existing over
approximately one-third of the span. Further, there are significant differences in the streak
temperature, turbine axial gap and flow coefficient of the experiment and the present
calculation (details may be found in [22]. It is interesting to note, however, that in spite
of these major differences, the computed results of Figure 7.28 do show most of the
qualitative features observed in the experiment, such as the accumulation of the hot gases
on the pressure surface of the rotor airfoils. From the figure it is also apparent that grid
adaptation results in significant changes in the temperature magnitudes. The pressure
side peak in the temperatures is observed to be about 35% higher than the average inlet
temperature (which corresponds to a CT of 1.0) whereas without adaptation, this peak is
only found to be roughly equal to the average inlet temperature.
The unsteady temperatures also exhibit a similar trend, as shown in Figure 7.29,
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where the temperature amplitudes on the rotor surface are plotted against the arc length.
The temperature amplitude coefficient CT, defined as
/*,

Tmax

2min

Ths-Too

where T^ax and Tmin are the maximum and minimum temperatures that occur over a cycle
at a given point and îhs is the temperature of the hot-streak. From the figure it is clear that
the temperature variation on the suction surface of the rotor are of the same order as the
spatial variation of temperatures at the inlet. It is also interesting to note that the highest
temperature amplitudes occur on the suction surface while the highest average temperatures
occur on the pressure side. This indicates that the maximum temperature on the suction
side must occur for only a small fraction of the time.
The redistribution of the hot gas over one cycle can be observed from Figure 7.30
which shows the instantaneous temperature distributions at four time steps during one cycle.
Remarkable differences in these distributions are observed when the grids are adapted to the
solution, as shown in Figure 7.31. Not only is the streak more sharply defined, comparison
of the colors (the two figures have been drawn with the same color map), clearly shows the
loss in the streak temperature that occurs quite close to the inlet if the grids are not adapted.
On the rotor side, the V shaped remnants of the hot streak are also captured more sharply.
The reasons for this loss in streak temperature become apparent when one looks at
the grid near the inlet to the stator in Figure 7.32. Since this initial grid is not designed
with the fore-knowledge of the hot-streak, it is rather coarse at the inlet and leads to very
poor resolution of the high gradients. When the grid adaptation procedure is invoked, it
initially responds to the false gradients introduced by the diffusion of the streak at the inlet
but gradually, as the solution evolves, the stator grid approaches a near steady-state. The
obvious choice as the indicator function for the present problem is the temperature gradient
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and the adapted grid is seen to conform to the high gradient at the edges of the hot-streak
but recovers the original coarse mesh at the center of the streak where temperatures are
high but the gradients are not. The high inlet temperature is thus convected without loss to
the rotor airfoils and this results in the improvement in the results noted above.
The adaptation in the present problem is carried out every 50 time steps initially.
During the initial transients the number of points added and deleted varies considerably
but after the stator grid is stabilized the number of points added on the stator grid at each
adaptation stage is only of the order of 10. After that it is sufficient to adapt the grids at
every 100 to 200 steps. The rotor grid keeps changing because of the periodic nature of
the flow. A representative sample of the instantaneous grid corresponding to t=0.0 (i.e.,
start of a cycle) is shown in Figure 7.33. The adaptation to the remnants of the hot-streak
is clearly visible.
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Figure 7.30. Hot-streak calculation: uistantaneous temperature distributions (original grid)

Figure 7.31: Hot-streak calculation: instantaneous temperature distributions (adaptive grids)
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Figure 7.33: Hot-streak calculation; original and adapted grids for the rotor
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CHAPTERS. CONCLUSIONS

A procedure for the computation of two-dimensional unsteady flows has been pre
sented. The method combines the advantages of both the conventional structured grid based
zonal methodologies and the modem unstructured grid techniques. For the regions in the
immediate vicinity of the airfoils where viscous effects are predominant but the domain
shapes are simple, highly stretched structured grids are employed. This allows for the effi
cient solution of the Navier-Stokes equations using high-order, implicit schemes. The rest
of the domain, which may be geometrically complex, is discretized using an unstructured
triangular mesh on which Euler equations can be solved using explicit methods. The use
of both central- and upwind-differenced flux schemes is investigated for the unstructured
domains. By restricting the smallest grid spacings to the inner regions, the solution can be
advanced using the same time-step size for all zones.
The success of any zonal algorithm depends to a large extent on the treatment of
boundary conditions and the transfer of information between the different zones. General
purpose, accurate conservative mechanisms are developed for the two types of zonal grid
interfaces that occur in the present decomposition method, viz. the fixed interface between
an unstructured and a structured grid and the interface between two unstructured grids
in relative motion. The difficulties associated with implementation of surface boundary
conditions and turbulence models that are encountered while using unstructured grids are
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avoided in the present approach because structured grids are used around the bodies.
To reduce the numerical distortion of discontinuities and other flow features such as
wakes, grid adaptation to the solution is employed in the outer unstructured grid regions.
Efficient and robust techniques, suitable for use in unsteady calculations are developed,
incorporating both mesh enrichment as well as de-refinement. A significant feature of
the adaptation strategy is the use of local recursive edge-swapping and grid smoothing
to enhance the quality of the adapted grids. Grid adaptation is also exploited for the
simplification of the interface treatment at moving boundaries.
The two unstructured grid algorithms are validated and compared by obtaining solu
tions for simple representative inviscid problems. The feasibility of the hybrid approach
for time-accurate, viscous flows is demonstrated by simulations of various turbomachinery
configurations. Both the time-averaged and the unsteady results obtained by the present
method are comparable to those obtained using structured grid techniques. These calcula
tions also underline the need for the use of higher order techniques to accurately predict all
the important flow features that arise as a result of the rotor-stator interaction. The efficacy
of the adaptation techniques is demonstrated on steady-state as well as unsteady and peri
odic problems, including a turbomachinery simulation. The adaptation techniques invoke
a very small overhead in the total computation time but significantly improve solution
quality.
Future extensions of the present hybrid grid concept to three dimensions can clearly
proceed along two lines. One possibility is to use a semi-unstructured grid of prismatic cells
based on the surface triangulation in the inner regions and an unstructured tetrahedral grid
in the outer regions. This would allow the use of high grid stretching as well as inclusion of
viscous terms and implicit inversion in the surface normal direction while still retaining the
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flexibility offered by unstructured grid discretization on the surface. A somewhat simpler
but less flexible approach would be to use conventional, hexahedral structured grids in
the inner regions. Implementation of the flow solution algorithms in three-dimensions is
relatively straight-forward and extension of the zonal information transfer mechanisms can
also be easily effected along analogous lines. Most of the difficulties are expected to be
geometry related. The problems encountered in the initial grid generation and adaptation
would be compounded in three dimensions. Another area that would benefit from further
work is the development of fast and reliable error indicators for the adaptation schemes,
specially those that would recognize the weaker flow features as well as the stronger ones.
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